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Agenda

* Who are Norm and what do we do?

* What is a cyber attack & why should your business worry?

* Why are SMEs targets for cyber attacks?

* How attacks happen

* What’s at risk?

* Managing the risks

* What to do in the event of a cyber attack

* Questions



Who are norm & what do we do?

We are cyber security and data protection specialists and we believe:

• Cyber Security and Data Protection is a requirement for all businesses

• Prevention and containment is better than cure – our job is to deliver peace of mind to 

Company Directors, minimize risk for stakeholders and allow our customers to focus on 

their businesses

• Effective and efficiently managed cyber security should result in month after month of dull, 

uneventful reporting of zero breaches and zero incidents – at norm. we aim for dull.

* Scrunch up your old security regime into a wastepaper ball and 

chuck it in the bin.  Adopt the new norm…



What is a cyber attack?

A cyber attack is a deliberate exploitation of
computer systems, technology dependant
enterprises and networks. Cyber attacks use
malicious code to alter computer code, logic or
data, resulting in disruptive consequences that can
compromise data and lead to cybercrimes, such as
information and identity theft.



Why are SMEs targets for cyber attacks?



How attacks happen



Common types of attacks



What’s at risk?



Managing the risks - people



Managing the risks - process



Managing the risks - technology



What to do in the event of a cyber attack



What to do in the event of a cyber attack

*We bring our own tools...

Call in the experts!

An effective and fast Cyber Security Incident 
Response Team (CSIRT) can:

• Limit the scale of the breach
• Identify the source and type of attack
• Reduce the time to recover
• Minimize the fiscal and reputational impact of an attack



*Any questions?

*No really. It’s been a pleasure albeit a little dull for you. But that’s a good thing


